We measured contrast detection thresholds for a small (3.6 x 3.6 arc min) square target in the presence and absence of spatially identical pedestal stimuli, and of a spatially non-overlapping inducing line (3.6 x 23 arc min). Results for the pedestal stimuli replicated the classical "dipper function", thresholds being reduced by near-threshold pedestals and increased at higher pedestal contrasts. An inducer without a pedestal also decreased detection thresholds. When the inducer and pedestal were combined, their effects were additive. Thus the inducer facilitated target detection when the pedestal was absent but raised detection thresholds when the pedestal contrast was sulkient by itself to lower threshold. Inducers of opposite polarity to the target did not consistently decrease target thresholds, even when they were clearly visible, arguing against spatial uncertainty as the explanation of the inducer effect. The inducer effect was independent of the length of the inducer except with small ( < 3.6 arc min) stimuli, and was abolished by increasing target-inducer separation beyond about 10 arc min.
INTRODUCTION
The classical pedestal effect in contrast discrimination is found when a target is spatially superimposed upon a near-threshold pedestal stimulus. In a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure where the task is to discriminate the target plus pedestal from the pedestal alone, thresholds are lower than for detecting target vs no target, i.e. for the equivalent 2AFC task where the pedestal contrast is zero (Nachmias & Sainsbury, 1974; Foley & Legge, 1981) . The pedestal facilitation effect is found only at near-threshold pedestal contrasts: at higher pedestal contrasts one enters a Weber regime where thresholds rise in proportion to pedestal contrast, thus giving an overall "dipper" shape to the contrast discrimination function. A similar dipper function has been described in motion detection, when one frame in a two-frame sequence is below its individual detection threshold, and the contrast of the second frame is gradually increased (Morgan & Cleary, 1992) . Explanations of the pedestal effect include the reduction in spatial uncertainty of target position, and an accelerating nonlinearity in the contrast transduction function near to threshold [see Fig. 1 ; and for discussion see Foley and Legge (1981) ]. In all previous studies of which we are aware, the pedestal and target have been spatially superimposed. However, one would expect a pedestal to facilitate detection of a target in a different spatial location, provided that the pedestal falls within the receptive field responsible for target detection (see Fig. 2 ). There are some indications in the literature that this may be so. Dresp and Bonnet (1991) Dresp, Free and Bonnet (1992) and Dresp (1993, have described an induction effect, in which a line facilitates detection of a small spot near to its tip. The effect disappears with increasing separation of inducer and target, and is only found if the target and inducer are of the same contrast. Dresp (1995) proposes that the effect arises because the target and inducer stimulate the same receptive field. If this is so, the mechanism for threshold facilitation may be related to that of the classical pedestal effect. The spatial uncertainty interpretation of the pedestal effect would then be ruled out by the finding that negative contrast inducers fail to have a facilitating effect. The most likely explanation of both the classical pedestal and the newer induction effect would thus be that the pedestal/inducer increases the contrast sensitivity of the detector because of a near-threshold nonlinearity (Fig. 1 ). The induction effect could then be interpreted as a sensitive method for probing the receptive field profile of the underlying target detection mechanism.
If the line-induction effect depends upon a classical pedestal mechanism it should disappear when a -1000 -50 0 50 100150200250300 STIMULUS CONTRAST FIGURE 1. The figure illustrates the explanation of the pedestal effect by a nonlinear contrast transduction mechanism. In this illustration, the output of the mechanism (vertical axis) is a power function of the stimulus contrast (horizontal axis). To achieve a fixed level of discrimination between the two stimuli in a MFC task, a larger stimulus contrast difference is needed at low contrasts (bottom pair of arrows) than at higher levels (top pair of arrows).
sufficiently high-contrast pedestal stimulus is added to the task. In other words, if the task is to discriminate target plus pedestal plus inducer from pedestal plus target, the pedestal and inducer should be additive in their effects, and detection will enter the Weber regime more rapidly when the inducer is present than when it is absent. Thus an inducing line will facilitate detection at low pedestal contrasts but impair detection at higher pedestal contrasts. If pedestal and inducer are strictly additive in their effects, it should be possible to model the data by assuming that the inducer is equivalent to a fixed contrast of pedestal. The purpose of the experiment was to test this prediction, and to report additional observations concerning the effect of inducer contrast polarity, inducer length and inducer-target separation.
METHODS
The apparatus and psychometric procedures were similar to those described by Morgan and Cleary (1992) .
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a Manitron monochrome display with a refresh rate of 84 Hz. The display was calibrated with a Minolta photometer, which was used to construct a look-up table so that the display luminance was linear with grey level. The display was viewed from a distance of 1.14 m at which 1 pixel on the display subtended a visual angle of 1.2 arc min. One subject (MM) viewed the display monocularly through a 3 mm artificial pupil; the others (BD and EC) used both eyes and natural pupils.
Stimuli
Stimuli were presented against a constantly present adapting background field of size 10 x 10 deg and luminance 20.6 cd/m*. The target was presented in the centre of a constantly present fixation array consisting of four small squares (4.8 x 4.8 arc min) at the corners of a FIGURE 2. The figure illustrates a possible explanation of the facilitating effect ofa suprathreshold inducing line upon contrast detection for a small target spatially resolved from the tip of the line. If the receptive field of the mechanism limiting target detection is large enough also to include the line, or a portion of the line, facilitation will result from a pedestal effect (see Fig. 1 ).
notional square of side 0.5 deg. The stimulus configuration for target, pedestal and inducer line is shown in Fig. 3 . Target contrast was defined as the Michelson
, where L,,, was the combined luminance of the target, pedestal (if present) and the background, and L,i" was the combined luminance of the pedestal and the background alone.
Procedure
The two temporal intervals in the 2AFC procedure were each of duration 1 set separated by a gap of 1 sec. The onset of each interval was indicated to the observer by a momentary brightening of the fixation dots. The pedestal and inducer were present in both intervals; the target was randomly assigned to the first or second interval.
INTERVAL A INTERVAL B
TARGET + PEDESTAL TARGET 3.6' X 3.6'; INDUCER 3.6' X 23': GAP 3.6' FIGURE 3. The figure illustrates the stimulus arrangement for the 2AFC experiment. The first temporal interval was randomly either interval A (left) containing the {target + inducer + pedestal} or interval B (right) containing the {inducer + pedestal}. In different versions of the same basic design either the inducer or the pedestal, or both, could be absent.
right button on a three-button mouse accordingly. The middle button of the mouse was used to initiate the next trial, whenever the observer was ready. The six-level psychometric functions were fitted with the version of a Weibull function described by Legge and Foley, namely:
Thresholds were measured by the method of constant stimuli. A single session consisted of 120 trials after which the observer rested for as long as they wished before another session. Typically, observers carried out 4-6 sessions a day. On each trial in a session the contrast of the target was selected randomly without replacement from a predetermined range of six levels until there had been 20 trials at each level, giving a total of 120 trials. This procedure was repeated at least three times in each condition, giving a total of 360 trials, or 60 trials per contrast level, in each condition. On each trial the observer had to decide whether the target was in the first or second interval, and press the left or y = 100 -50.exp( -{m, -xm2})
where y is percent correct, x is stimulus contrast, and m, and m2 are parameters describing the slope and position of the psychometric function respectively. The function was fitted to the data using the general curve fitting procedure in the "Kaleidagraph" graphics package, and the resulting fit was used to determine the 84% correct PEDESTAL (3.6 x 3.6 ') CONTRAST 0% PEDESTAL CONTRAST 2%
:
""""""""""j inducer 3.6 x 23'; gap 3.6' ~"""""""""""'~ point, corresponding to a d' value of unity, which we defined as the threshold.
Subjects
The subjects were the authors (MM and BD) who have normal (BD) or corrected-to-normal (MM) vision. MM did not use his reading glasses for the experiment because the viewing distance was optimal and because he used a 3 mm artificial pupil. Additional observations were carried out on a third subject EC, who has corrected-to-normal vision.
EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of the first experiment was to measure the effect of pedestal contrast, both without an inducer and with an inducer (3.6 x 23 arc min) of 8% contrast (see Fig. 3 for further details of the stimulus arrangement).
The main body of data were collected by MM. Further observations by BD confirmed the principal trends. Illustrative psychometric functions for MM are shown in Fig. 4 , and a summary of the thresholds in the inducer and no-inducer conditions is shown in Fig. 5 . The data showed the characteristic "dipper function" for pedestal contrast: target detection was facilitated by pedestals up to about 510% contrast but further increases in pedestal contrast beyond this limit resulted in higher detection thresholds. The optimum pedestal contrast for detection was about 8%, approximately 2.5 times the target detection threshold without a pedestal. Other experiments (Nachmias & Sainsbury, 1974; Foley & Legge, 1981) have found the maximum facilitation when the pedestal contrast and detection (without pedestal) thresholds are equal. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, but the most likely procedural difference is that the targets used in our experiments were small, rather than the extended sine-wave gratings of previous studies.
The presence of the inducer interacted with that of the pedestal. At low pedestal contrasts the inducer facilitated detection. The optimum detection point on the "dipper function" shifted to lower pedestal contrasts in the presence of the inducer. At higher pedestal contrasts the inducer tended to increase detection thresholds, although the effect was quite small at the highest pedestal contrast tested (26%).
These data can be simply explained by assuming that the inducer acted as the equivalent of a small pedestal contrast. In Fig. S(right) the pedestal and no-pedestal curves have been superimposed by shifting the pedestal data rightwards by an amount corresponding to 2% contrast. The fit is not exact but is quite close and we conclude that the inducer was probably acting as the equivalent of a low contrast pedestal.
EXPERIMENT 2
If the inducer acts as the equivalent of a pedestal its effects should increase with inducer contrast up to some point and then reverse. Figure 6 shows the effects of inducer contrast in the absence of a pedestal stimulus. The data include points for negative contrast of the inducer, when it was a black line on the grey background while the target was a white square. We found that increases in luminance contrast facilitated target detection, except for the highest contrast (26%) at which there was a slight reversal. Negative inducer contrasts did not FIGURE 7. Data from Expt 3, which compared the effects of a square (3.6 x 3.6 arc min) and elongated (3.6 x 28 arc min) inducer upon target detection (left-hand panel). The centre panel shows data for a range of inducer lengths, including some smaller than 3.6 arc min (MM). The right-hand panel shows additional data for MM in which the effects of inducer contrast were measured for the square and elongated inducers. There is no significant effect of target elongation, except when the length falls below 3.6 arc min.
consistently improve target detection. There was a slight facilitation for MM, no effect for EC and a threshold elevation for BD. The data for MM were curious in showing an apparent threshold elevation by the inducer at contrasts below 5%. Subjectively, it was felt that this was due to spatial confusion between the low contrast inducer and the low contrast target, but the effect was not found in the other two observers.
EXPERIMENTS 3 AND 4
Dresp and Bonnet (1992) describe the inducer effect as orientation-specific, in the sense that it was absent with a non-oriented dot inducer. However, if the inducer effect depends upon target energy, as indicated by Fig.  6 , it is possible that their dot inducer failed because it was too small. We (MM and BD) tested the effect of a square (3.6 x 3.6 arc min) inducer in comparison with the same line as that used in Expt 1 (3.6 x 28 arc min). The results are shown in Fig. 7 (left). They show no significant effect of inducer length. In addition, MM carried out observations with a larger range of sizes, including some smaller than 3.6 x 3.6 arc min weakened at the smallest sizes, in agreement with the suggestion that the energy of the inducer is important. MM also investigated the effects of varying both length and contrast of the inducer [Fig. 7(right) ]. The results in Fig. 7 show no significant interaction between length and contrast. Finally, one observer (MM) examined the effects of spatial separation between target and inducing line. The inducing line had length 28 arc min and contrast 8%. The target-inducer line separation (GAP) was defined as the distance between their nearest edges. Below about 7 arc min the gap size had no significant effect, but with larger gaps the inducer became less effective in aiding target detection.
DISCUSSION
We have suggested that the effect of an inducing stimulus in the neighborhood of a target is to increase detectability in the same way as a classical pedestal stimulus. The pedestal effect is most probably explained by a nonlinear contrast transduction function ( Fig. 1) : the alternative explanation by spatial uncertainty reduction is difficult to reconcile with our finding that a negative contrast inducer fails to improve target detectability, although the inducer is clearly visible.
The most obvious explanation of the effect of the inducer is that it stimulates the same set of receptive fields as those responsible for target detection. From the fact that the facilitation begins to fall off when the target-inducer separation is about 8 arc min and disappears with a separation of 15 arc min (Fig. 8) we could estimate the receptive field as having a diameter in the region 8-15 arc min. This would agree with the linear increase in the inducer effect as its length increases up to about 8 arc min [ Fig. 7(centre) ]. If energy summation between target and inducer is taking place, the prediction is that the inducer is equivalent to a pedestal contrast. This prediction was confirmed in Fig. 1 , including the crucial finding that at a sufficiently high pedestal contrast, the inducer will raise rather than lower target detection threshold.
A further prediction of energy summation is that a reverse contrast inducer will reduce target detectability. In general, we did not find this to be so. Only one of the three observers showed any evidence for increased target detection thresholds with a reverse contrast inducer, and that only at the highest negative contrast. We conclude either that the mechanism detecting the target is nonlinear (e.g. by incorporating half-wave rectification) or that the inducer effect is not mediated by target and pedestal falling in the same receptive field. The alternative to a single receptive field is that target and pedestal are detected by different mechanisms, which are mutually excitatory but never mutually inhibitory. Such interactions could be produced by horizontal cortical connections of the type described by Gilbert and Wiesel (1990) , Gilbert (1994) and Yoshioko, Levitt and Lund (1995) . Indeed, one purpose of such horizontal connections might be to move neurones away from the flat portion of their contrast transduction function so that they detect low-contrast targets more effectively. Polat and Sagi (1994) have recently described a contrast facilitation caused by spatially non-superimposed inducers. Their stimulus was a cosine patch within a Gaussian window (a Gabor patch) flanked by two collinear suprathreshold Gabor patches. They found that nearby high-contrast inducers decreased target detectability (masking), while further-away inducers increased detectability (facilitation). This is what would be expected according to the pedestal model, if the inducer provides a decreasing input to the target detector as a function of spatial separation. At a small separation the inducer would provide an input in the Weber regime, increasing detection thresholds, while at the larger separation it would provide a weak input, in the pedestal regime. This can be compared to our finding that the inducer raised target detection thresholds in the presence of a sufficiently strong pedestal. We did not find any condition in which the inducer alone masked the target but this is presumably because we did not use a sufficiently high contrast inducer at a sufficiently small separation.
